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Abstract. Accurate localization of the salient object from an image is
a difficult problem when the saliency map is noisy and incomplete. A
fast approach to detect salient objects from images is proposed in this
paper. To well balance the size of the object and the saliency it con-
tains, the salient object detection is first formulated with the maximum
saliency density on the saliency map. To obtain the global optimal so-
lution, a branch-and-bound search algorithm is developed to speed up
the detection process. Without any prior knowledge provided, the pro-
posed method can effectively and efficiently detect salient objects from
images. Extensive results on different types of saliency maps with a pub-
lic dataset of five thousand images show the advantages of our approach
as compared to some state-of-the-art methods.

1 Introduction

Detection of the salient object from an image has many applications in object
recognition [1], image/video retargeting [2], compression [3], retrieval etc. To find
the salient object, a saliency map of the image is firstly generated, where each
pixel is associated with a value that indicates the importance of the pixel. Then
the salient object can be detected or segmented from the saliency map.

A lot of efforts have been reported in saliency detection. However, accurate
localization of the salient region or salient object from an image is still a challeng-
ing and non-trivial problem. First of all, it is not uncommon that the obtained
saliency map is noisy and incomplete. As shown in Fig. 1, only several salient
parts of the flower are highlighted, while the rest are missing. Due to the dis-
traction from the cluttered background, it is not easy to find the salient region
and accurately crop it out. Moreover, most existing methods apply exhaustive
search for the smallest region that covers a fixed amount of fixation points [4–6],
e.g. 95 % of the total salient points [4]. The major limitation is that it is diffi-
cult to predefine the amount of saliency the salient region should contain, as it
depends on the size and shape of the salient object, as well as how cluttered the
background is. Ideally, the salient region should be adapted to the shape of the
salient object.

To address the mentioned problems, we propose a novel method to efficiently
detect salient object from the saliency map. Given the saliency map, the goal is to
locate a bounding box from the image that has a small size and contains most of
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Fig. 1. Our salient object detection result based on the saliency map proposed
in [7](The first image is the saliency map by [7]. The second image is the binarized
result of the saliency map. The third image is the result of salient object detection by
searching method in [8]. The red bold rectangle is the detected result while the blue
plain one is the ground truth from [4]. The last one is the result by our MSD detection
method.).

the salient parts of the image. We formulate the problem as region localization
with the maximum saliency density (MSD). As a new formulation of salient
object detection, it balances the size of the object and the saliency it contains,
and can tolerate the noise and incompleteness in the saliency map. As shown in
Fig. 1, even though the salient pixels distribute sparsely, the detected saliency
region with highest saliency density accurately crops the object out. Our method
does not require any prior knowledge of the salient object and can automatically
adapt to its size and shape through bounding box search. To avoid an exhaustive
search of all possible bounding boxes of various sizes and at different locations,
a branch-and-bound (B&B) search algorithm is proposed to efficiently find the
global optimal bounding box.

There are several advantages of our method. First of all, it can automatically
adapt to the size and shape of the salient object, despite the cluttered back-
ground. There is no need to find salient object with fixed fraction of saliency
and it does not require the binary mask of the saliency map, where pixels need to
be classified into salient and non-salient ones. Instead, it directly finds the bound-
ing box of maximum saliency density from the original saliency map. Moreover,
by using the branch-and-bound search, it is fast to find the optimal bounding
box, e.g. in tens of milliseconds. Last but not least, our new formulation and
search algorithm can be well applied to different types of saliency maps. A bet-
ter performance is achieved when performed on a fused map of different types
of saliency maps.

2 Related Work

2.1 Saliency map

Literally, there are two categories of computational saliency map models: local
or edge/corner based [7, 9, 10, 8] and global or region based [11, 4, 12]. The first
row in Fig. 3 shows several examples. The 1st and 4th columns are based on
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Hou’s method [7]. The 3rd and 6th columns are from Bruce’s method [9]. And
the 2nd and 5th columns are from Achanta’s [12], which generates larger visually
consistent object regions than that of the previous two. In this paper, saliency
map generation method is not our focus. Our main work is to detect salient
objects from various saliency maps.

2.2 From saliency map to salient object

The simplest method to obtain the salient object region is by thresholding the
saliency map to get a binary mask. Methods to threshold saliency map are
intensively discussed in [5, 12–14]. This method is restricted on the selection of
threshold and detection accuracy. In order to accurately detect salient objects
from saliency maps, image segmentation result is combined with the saliency
map [10, 8, 12]. However, the performance heavily relies on the accuracy of image
segmentation results. Some heuristic methods [4, 15–17] are proposed to improve
the performance of salient object detection. For example, exhaustive search is
adopted in [4] to find the smallest rectangle window containing 95% salient
pixels. Liu et al. [5] noticed the disadvantages of exhaustive search and proposed
to use dynamic threshold and greedy algorithm to improve the search efficiency.
However, their method is still based on thresholds and not sovled by a standard
optimization method. In [8], the search of the rectangle subwindow is speeded
up by applying the efficient subwindow search (ESS). ESS is a recently proposed
branch-and-bound search method for sliding window search [18]. It has many
applications in image/video analysis [8, 18, 19].

3 The Proposed Method

Given an image I and its associated saliency map S, where S(x, y) indicates the
saliency value of the pixel at (x, y), our goal is to accurately locate the salient
object, i.e. to locate a salient region W ⊆ I. We first review existing methods
then propose our new approach.

3.1 Existing schemes

Exhaustive search (ES). Some previous approaches proposed to obtain salient
object regions with fixed fraction of saliency by exhaustive search from saliency
maps [5, 12] or binary saliency maps [4]. We take the binary saliency map as
in [4] and the formulation can be written as in Eq. 1:

W ∗ = argmin
W⊆I

area(h(W )) (1)

h(W ) = {W |
∑

(x,y)∈W

Sb(x, y) ≥ λ
∑

(x,y)∈I

Sb(x, y)}.

where Sb(x, y) is the binary image of S(x, y). Sb(x, y) = 1 when S(x, y) ≥ τ and
Sb(x, y) = 0 when S(x, y) ≤ τ . τ is the threshold and W is the subwindow of
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the whole image region I. λ is the fraction threshold. The brute force method
works, however, it is not time efficient and λ is heuristically decided.

Maximum saliency region (MSR). Other approaches proposed to detect
the salient object by efficient subwindow search [8]. Since efficient subwindow
search is based on the maximum subarray problem [18, 20], the idea of salient
object detection in [8] can be formulated as in Eq. 2:

W ∗ = argmax
W⊆I

h(W ) (2)

h(W ) =
∑

Sb(x,y)∈W
Sb(x, y).

where Sb(x, y) is obtained in the same way in Eq. 1 with a slight difference that
Sb(x, y) = −1 when S(x, y) ≤ τ . From Eq. 2, the salient object is located with
the regionW ∗ that contains the maximum of saliency. We call this method as the
maximum saliency region (MSR). However, there are two major limitations of
this method: (1) it highly relies on the selection of threshold τ , which is difficult
to optimize; (2) when the binary saliency map is sparse, it prefers to detect a
small region as shown in Fig. 1.

3.2 Our new formulation

Before giving our new formulation, we first introduce the concept of sparse and
dense saliency map. Fig. 2 shows two examples. Since different saliency map
generation method emphasizes different aspect, edges or corners of the salient
object in Fig. 2(b) are highlighted while in Fig. 2(c) the whole salient object
is popped out with uniform highlighted intensities. Therefore, we can say that
the salient object in Fig. 2(b) is sparsely represented by Hou’s saliency map
and it is densely represented by Achanta’s saliency map in Fig. 2(c). Sparse

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2. (a)Original image (b) Sparse saliency map example by [7] (c) Dense saliency
map example by [12].

saliency map accurately detects the salient parts of the object but the boundary
of the salient object is not well defined. Dense saliency map represents the salient
object completely but some cluttered background is also included in the detection
result. However, one thing is in common: the averaged density of the salient
object region is much larger than that of any other regions on the saliency map.
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To address the above characteristics and the problems in section 3.1, we
propose to find the salient region W ∗ with the maximum saliency density from
the raw saliency map S(x, y). Thus we do not need to select the threshold τ and
the fraction ratio λ. Moreover, it balances the size of the salient object when the
saliency map is sparse. We formulate our objective function f(W ) as:

W ∗ = argmax
W⊆I

f(W ) (3)

f(W ) =

∑
(x,y)∈W S(x, y)

∑
(x,y)∈I S(x, y)

+

∑
(x,y)∈W S(x, y)

C +Area(W )
.

where C is a positive constant to balance the size of Area(W ). The first term in
f(W ) prefers that W contains more salient points, while the second term ensures
that the detected region W is of high quality in terms of the saliency density.
Therefore, by maximizing the two terms together in f(W ), we balance the size
of the object and the saliency it contains. We call our new formulation as the
maximum saliency density (MSD).

4 Our Algorithm

Exhaustive search of W ∗ from Eq. 3 is time consuming. W ∗ = [T,B,L,R] con-
tains four parameters, where T , B, L, R are the top, bottom, left, and right
position of W ∗, respectively. Suppose the frame is of size m × n, the original
hypotheses space is [0, n−1]× [0, n−1]× [0,m−1]× [0,m−1], where we need to
pick up T , B, L, R from each dimension respectively. To solve this combinatorial
problem, an exhaustive search is of complexity O(m2n2). A branch-and-bound
search method is proposed in [18] to accelerate the search by recursively parti-
tioning the parameter space until it reaches the optimal solution. It shows that
under certain conditions, such a branch-and-bound search can lead to the ex-
act solution as the exhaustive search, while with a practical complexity of only
O(mn). The details of the branch-and-bound search can be referred to [18].

The original branch-and-bound only works for the saliency map having both
positive and negative pixel values. However, in our case, the saliency map only
contains positive elements and we do not want to deliberately introduce negative
pixels. Therefore we need to derive our own branch-and-bound search method.
Considering the efficiency of branch-and-bound search depends on the upper
bound estimation, we derive the upper bound of our f(W ) first. Denote the set
of regions by W = {W1, . . . ,Wi}, where each Wi ⊆ I. Suppose there exists two
regions Wmin (Wmin ∈ W) and Wmax (Wmax ∈ W), such that for any (W ∈ W),

Wmin ⊆ W ⊆ Wmax. Given the set W, we denote by f̂(W) the upper bound
estimation of the best solution that can find from W. In other words, we have
f̂(W) ≥ f(W ), ∀W ∈ W, using Wmin and Wmax, the upper bound can be
estimated as:

f̂(W) =

∑
(x,y)∈Wmax

S(x, y)
∑

(x,y)∈I S(x, y)
+

∑
(x,y)∈Wmax

S(x, y)

C +Area(Wmin)
. (4)
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Based on this upper bound estimation, we propose our MSD salient object
detection algorithm as shown in table 1, in which the branch-and-bound proce-
dure is similar to that of [18].

Table 1. MSD Salient Object Detection Algorithm

Require: Image saliency map S ⊆ Rm×n

Upperbound function f̂(W) as Eq. 4
Ensure: W ∗ = argmax

W⊆S

f(W )

Initialize P as an empty priority queue
Set W = [0, n− 1]× [0, n− 1]× [0,m− 1]× [0,m− 1]
Repeat

Split W = W1 ∪W2 and W1 ∩W2 = ∅
For i = 1 to 2

Find Wmin

i and Wmax

i from Wi

Push (Wi,f̂ (Wi) into P

End For

Retrieve top state W from P

Until W contains only one window, e.g. Wmin = Wmax

Return W ∗ = Wmin

5 Experimental Results

5.1 Database

In order to evaluate the results, a public dataset [4] is used to test our algorithm.
The dataset provides 5000 high quality images each of which contains a salient
object. Each salient object is labeled by nine users by drawing a bounding box
around it. Since different users have different understanding of saliency, the point
voted more than four times is considered as the salient point. The averaged
saliency map Sg is then obtained from user annotation.

Given the ground truth Sg which is the binary mask of the salient object,
we evaluate the performance of our method based on precision, recall, and F-
measure. Suppose Sd is the salient region found by our method, the precision,
recall and F-measure can be defined as:

pre =

∑
Sg × Sd∑

Sd

, rec =

∑
Sg × Sd∑

Sg

, F −measure =
(1 + α)× pre× rec

α× pre+ rec
. (5)

where α is a positive constant which weights the precision over recall while
calculates F-measure. We take α = 0.5 as suggested in [8, 4].

5.2 Comparison MSD with exhaustive search

First of all, we compare our method with the exhaustive search. λ is set to 95%
as [4] suggested. Fig. 3 shows the results obtained by the exhaustive search and
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Fig. 3. Detection results comparison among our MSD, exhaustive search and MSR.
The first row are two examples of saliency maps for Hou’s [7], Achanta’s [12] and
Bruce’s [9] methods respectively. The second row are localization results by exhaustive
search on the three saliency maps. The third row are results by MSR. And the last
row are our MSD results. Detected results are labeled with bold red line. Blue plain
rectangles are ground truth from [4].

our method on the second and the last rows respectively. As 95% is an arbitary
value and not decided based on the content of the saliency map, the detected
results include a large part of the nonsalient object area. While, in our method,
small salient area away from main salient object region is dropped under the
constraint of the saliency density. Therefore, our result is more accurate than
the exhaustive search. Performaces of precision, recall and F-measure on Fig. 5
further validate our claim. In order to balance the bias caused by arbitarily
choosing λ, we test four different λ values as Fig. 4 shows. Precision is improved
while recall is reduced as λ becomes smaller and there is no direct way to choose
an optimal λ.

5.3 Comparison MSD with MSR

To compare our MSD with MSR, we test both of the methods on three different
saliency maps. The threshold τ is obtained by Otsu [22] for all saliency maps in
MSR. C is set to be 60625, 2025 and 16200 for Hou’s, Bruce’s and Achanta’s
saliency map respectively in MSD, through parameter evaluation. Fig. 5 shows
the comparison results. The average of precision, recall and F-measure are re-
ported on each group. On Hou’s saliency map, edges/corners are detected as
salient parts. By using MSR, very small region is bounded while larger salient
regions are detected by our MSD. The F-measure and recall are significantly
improved by our MSD. For the other two saliency maps, our MSD also outper-
forms MSR. The results on three different types of saliency maps show that our
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Fig. 4. Precision, recall and F-measure for exhaustive search with four λ {95%, 90%,
85%, 80%} on Hou’s saliency map.
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Fig. 5. Comparisons precision, recall and F-measure for our MSD to exhaustive search
(ES) and MSR on (a) Hou’s saliency map, (b) Bruce’s saliency map and (c) Achanta’s
saliency map.

method improves the F-measure, and at the same time, keeps the high precision
rate.

5.4 Evaluation on different saliency maps

Since the salient object detection result is based on the saliency map, the more
accurate the saliency detection is the better performance of the object detec-
tion method obtains. It is worth noting that a single salient object region in [4]
is obtained through supervised learning. Both [10] and [8] have prior knowl-
edge about the region size provided by image segmentation. Thus, they are not
directly comparable with our method. However, even without any prior knowl-
edge of the salient object, our method on Bruce’s saliency map outperforms
Ma’s method [16] which directly uses detected salient region (F-measure 61%)
and search result on Itti’s saliency map [21] which finds the minimum rectangle
containing 95% salient points by the exhaustive search (F-measure 69%). For
our method on Hou’s saliency map, it obtains comparable result compared with
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Fig. 6. Comparison our MSD to other salient object detection results by precision,
recall and F-measure. 1: Ma’s saliency map and their salient region detection result [16];
2: Exhaustive search smallest subwindow containing 95% salient points from Itti’s
saliency map [21]; 3: MSD on Hou’s saliency map; 4: MSD on Bruce’s saliency map; 5:
MSD on Achanta’s saliency map; 6: MSD on the combined saliency map.

the exhaustive search on Itti’s saliency map. Though our result on Achanta’s
saliency map is not as good as the result on [21], the precision is still higher
than searching result on Itti’s and Ma’s saliency maps.

Since different bottom-up saliency map generation method has different ad-
vantages and disadvantages, to minimize the influence to the saliency object
detection result, three previous saliency maps are fused together. Each saliency
map is normalized into [0, 1] and the combination saliency map is obtained by
adding them together then normalizing the summation into [0, 1]. As shown in
Fig. 6 method 6, after combining three saliency maps together, F-measure is
74.67% which is 1.61% larger than the optimal result (73.06%) from Bruce’s
saliency map. This performance is comparable to the learning based salient ob-
ject detection results e.g. [4, 8] but our method is much simple and time efficient
than them.

5.5 Parameter evaluation

To evaluate the influence of the only parameter C in our MSD method, different
values C are tested as shown in Fig. 7. When C is small, the method is sensitive
to the density change and prone to converge to a region with higher average
density but relative smaller size. When a large value of C is selected, density term
becomes trivial in objective function f(W ) and the whole algorithm converges
to a larger region with lower average density. In Fig. 7(a), within the range of
[35000, 84000], it is thus not sensitive to the selection of C. Similarly, when C is
in the range [1500, 3300], the F-measure is above 71.3% in Fig. 7(b); when C in
the range [14200, 23500], the F-measure is above 63.5% in Fig. 7(c). From these
results, we can see that the region based saliency map has a smaller optimal C
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Fig. 7. Optimal C-value range for MSD on (a) Hou’s saliency map, (b) Bruce’s saliency
map, (c) Achanta’s saliency map and (d) Combined saliency map (x-coordinate is C-
value measured in unit 104 and y-coordinate is the corresponding averaged F-measure.).

than edge/corner based methods (As Fig. 3 shows Bruce’s saliency map is denser
than Achanta’s.). That further indicates that density term in Eq. 3 is important
when the salient points are densely distributed on the saliency map.

5.6 Time complexity

The average computational time tested on 5000 images for exhaustive search,
MSR and our method based on Hou’s, Bruce’s and Achanta’s saliency map are
shown in table 2. It is obvious from table 2 that our method is very time efficient
compared to the exhaustive search and has comparable time efficiency to MSR.
The algorithm is tested on a Duo Core desktop of 2.66GHz, implemented with
C++.

6 Conclusion

We propose in this paper a novel method to efficiently detect salient objects
from images. Salient object detection is first formulated with the saliency den-
sity. A branch-and-bound search algorithm is developed to optimize the newly
formulated problem globally. Without a prior knowledge of the salient object,
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Table 2. Time complexity comparison by seconds.

Method saliency map by [7] saliency map by [9] saliency map by [12]

Exhaustive Search 22.2359 22.1646 23.3587

MSR 0.0039 0.0048 0.0056

Our MSD 0.0113 0.0351 3.4718

Fig. 8. More salient object localization results by our MSD method (The first row are
our results on Hou’s saliency map [7]. The second row are our results on Achanta’s
saliency map [12] and the last row are based on Bruce’s saliency map [9]. The red bold
rectangle is the detected result while the blue plain one is the ground truth from [4].).

our method can adapt to different sizes and shapes of the object, and is less sen-
sitive to the cluttered background. The experiments on a public dataset of 5000
images show that our method greatly improves the existing baseline methods on
the measurements of precision, recall and F-measure. Our method gains com-
parable performance compared to learning based salient object detection results
with a high time efficiency. Tests on different saliency maps indicate our method
works well with different types of saliency maps. Our future work includes the
localization of multiple salient objects in images and content based image and
video retargeting.
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